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We report the magnetic and magnetotransport properties of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin films grown by

pulse laser deposition. The clear magnetization hysteresis loops with the complementary magnetic

domain structure reveal the intrinsic room temperature ferromagnetism in the as-prepared films. The

strong sp-f exchange interaction as a result of the rare earth doping is discussed as the origin of the

magnetotransport behaviours. A positive magnetoresistance (�29.2%) was observed at 5 K and

ascribed to the strong ferromagnetic sp-f exchange interaction in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin films due

to a large Zeeman splitting in an external magnetic field of 50 KOe. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4879463]

The synergistic combination of electron, charge and

spin, which is the root of “spintronics,” has the potential to

revolutionize electronic devices by effectively utilizing the

spin and charge degrees of freedom simultaneously.1 Both

the fundamental science and the potential applications have

been motivating the research efforts focused on materials

like dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs)2–5 and rare-

earth nitrides,6 and so on. Compared with rare-earth nitrides,

DMSs have attracted enormous interests because of their

potential for innovative magneto-electronic applications.2–5

Investigation of potential DMS materials utilizing semicon-

ductor oxide hosts was motivated by both theoretical predic-

tions and experimental findings of ferromagnetism at room

temperature in doped oxides.7–11 Indium Oxide (In2O3) is

one of the most promising oxide hosts for many applications

in optoelectronics and transparent electronics.12,13 There are

several reports of room temperature ferromagnetism in

In2O3-based DMSs, and most of ongoing research efforts

focus on the transition metal (TM)-doped In2O3,14–18 where

TM ions occupy the corresponding lattice sites in the host

with a dilute concentration to minimize the possibility

of anti-ferromagnetic ordering.19 Compared with the TM

counterparts, as the unique dopants, rare earth (RE) elements

possess not only great optical properties,20–22 but also stron-

ger spin-orbital coupling which warrants further magnetic

and magnetotransport studies.7,23 However, the reported

research in the mechanism of spin-dependent magnetotran-

sport characteristics for the RE-doped In2O3 is very limited.

The understanding of mechanisms underlying the ferromag-

netic order may shed light on the ferromagnetism resulted

from the hybridization interactions between the weakly

localized s,p carriers and the strongly localized 4f electrons.

It will answer the key question regarding whether RE doping

can produce intrinsic ferromagnetism (FM) with robust mag-

netotransport properties in wide bandgap oxides, which is

important for developing spintronic materials, in particular

for vector control of magnetisation by light.9,24

In this work, the structure, magnetic, and magnetotran-

sport characteristics of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin films were

investigated. We observed an intrinsic ferromagnetism in the

thin films and found a positive magnetoresistance (PMR),

which can be explained well by spin-related effect induced

by Zeeman splitting. Our complementary experiments reveal

that the intrinsic ferromagnetism and the PMR in the thin

films stem from the ferromagnetic exchange coupling

between the Nd dopants mediated by the localized carriers

and the strong sp-f exchange interaction, respectively.

The target materials were first prepared by sintering the

commercial pure In2O3 (99.999%, Aldrich) and the mixed

powders of In2O3 and Nd2O3 (99.999%, Aldrich). All thin

film samples were grown on Si (100) substrates by a pulsed

laser deposition (PLD) system at room temperature followed

by in-situ post-annealing treatments at 450, 700, and 900 �C,

respectively. The KrF excimer laser was operating at

248 nm25 and a fluence of 2.66 J/cm2 with a repetition rate of

5 Hz. The oxygen partial pressure was kept at 2� 10�1 Pa.

The crystallographic structures of thin films were character-

ized using x-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu Ka radiation

(k¼ 0.15418 nm). The morphology, composition, and ele-

ments distribution were examined by employing scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) and secondary ion mass spec-

trometry (SIMS) measurements, respectively. The chemical

bonding states and the composition of samples were deter-

mined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using Al

Ka source (hv¼ 1486.68 eV). Magnetic properties were

measured by a superconducting quantum interference device

(SQUID) magnetometer. The magnetic domain structures

were investigated by magnetic force microscope (MFM)

scanning on an Asylum setup. Further electrical and magne-

totransport properties were performed on the samples with

the van der Pauw configuration in a Physical Properties

Measurement System (PPMS). Throughout the synthesis anda)Electronic mail: guozhong.xing@unsw.edu.au
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measurements, only plastic tweezers were used to avoid any

potential contamination from metal tools.

Figure 1(a) shows the XRD patterns of the sintered tar-

get, as-grown, and post-annealed thin film samples. Clearly,

the as-grown thin film sample at room temperature exhibits

an amorphous phase with a broad diffraction peak. After

post-annealing treatments at higher temperatures, the films

possess the cubic bixbyite In2O3 structure.26 In addition, no

secondary phase is detected with XRD characterization.

Both the undoped and Nd-doped In2O3 thin films were single

phase with a typical cubic structure. The strong and sharp

(222) diffraction peaks indicate that the thin films were well

crystallized and grown along with the crystallographic orien-

tation of [111]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), (222) peaks of

Nd-doped In2O3 thin films shift towards lower diffraction

angle as compared to undoped In2O3, demonstrating a lattice

constant expansion. The shifting of (222) towards lower dif-

fraction angle is due to the fact that the four-fold coordinated

ionic radii of Nd3þ (0.112 nm) is larger than that of In3þ

(0.094 nm).27 However, with the increase of the annealing

temperature, the deviation of 2h shifting of (222) from the

undoped samples decreased, suggesting that the higher

post-annealing temperature favours a better crystallization

with the initial strain/stress being released. In this case, we

used the Nd-doped In2O3 sample, which was post-annealed

at 900 �C, to study the doping effects on the structure and

magnetotransport behaviours of the material due to its best

crystal quality.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the high resolution O 1 s, Nd

3d3/2, and Nd 3d5/2 core-level XPS spectra with the charac-

teristic peaks located at 531.14 eV, 982.4 eV, and 1003.7 eV,

respectively.28 All samples were etched by Arþ ions for

2 min first to eliminate the potential surface contamination.

The peak positions were calibrated to the adventitious C 1 s

peak at 285.0 eV. The peak of O 1 s at the higher energy is

attributed to absorbed oxygen [Fig. 2(a)]. The Nd 3d3/2 and

Nd 3d5/2 spectra are different from those of Nd2O3 and in

agreement with the previous reports,29 suggesting the substi-

tution of In by Nd3þ. Fitting to the integrated peak areas

using the calibrated atomic sensitivity factors yields a non-

stoichiometric formula of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89, i.e., a Nd

doping level of 1.5 at. % accompanies with a certain level of

FIG. 1. (a) XRD patterns and (b)

enlarged preferred orientation (111)

diffraction peaks of as-sintered Nd-

doped In2O3 target, as-grown and

post-annealed Nd-doped In2O3 thin

films.

FIG. 2. XPS core-level spectra of (a) O 1 s and (b) Nd 3d for Nd-doped

In2O3 thin film annealed at 900 �C. (c) SIMS depth profiles for all the

detected elements in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film.
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oxygen deficiency. We also carried out the energy-dispersive

x-ray spectroscopy composition analysis experiments on

Nd-doped In2O3 sample annealed at 900 �C, and the calcu-

lated overall chemical composition match well with the XPS

results. The field emission-SEM images of cross-sectional

region of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film indicates a compact

and uniform thin film layer deposited on the substrate with a

sharp interface and crack/porous free structure (not shown

here). Considering that SIMS is a powerful high resolution

technique to probe the element distribution, we performed

SIMS measurements on our thin film samples using 3 keV

Arþ as primary ions. Fig. 1(c) illustrates the SIMS depth pro-

files of In, Nd, and O elements in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin

film, suggesting uniform distribution of elements throughout

the film. Furthermore, except for In and Nd, there is no other

signal of trace amount metallic impurity being probed within

the detection limit, which is consistent with the aforemen-

tioned XPS results.

Figure 3 shows a comparative study of the magnetic

properties in the (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 film measured by the

complementary SQUID and MFM techniques. Fig. 3(a)

depicts the magnetization versus applied magnetic-field

(M-H) with a clear hysteresis loop after subtracting the sub-

strate contribution measured at 300 K, suggesting the room

temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM). In contrast, the dia-

magnetic signal was observed in undoped sample as indi-

cated in the upper inset of Fig. 3(a). In order to exclude the

effect of any potential contamination of the substrates that

may contribute to the observed magnetism, we measured the

bare silicon substrates following the same procedures and

their contributions were determined to be solely diamagnetic.

For the (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 sample, the coercive field and

the saturation magnetization (MS) at 300 K are 135 Oe and

0.1615 lB/FU (i.e., lB/formula unit, the body-centered-cubic

bixbyite Indium Oxide structure features with space group

Ia�3), respectively. This spin magnetic moment is slightly

smaller than that of total spin and orbital magnetic moment

of free Nd3þ ion due to the hybridization with O ligand.7,30

It is noted that the repeated measurements span over three

months confirm the reproducibility of the RTFM result.

Furthermore, the temperature-dependent magnetization in

the (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 sample was measured under an

applied magnetic field of 500 Oe in both the zero-field-

cooled (ZFC) and the field-cooled (FC) modes. The lower

inset of Fig. 3(a) suggests that the magnetization starts to

increase slightly as T increases from 5 K, and after another

sharp drop at 330 K the magnetization vanishes almost com-

pletely at about 375 K, which could be taken as the transition

temperature TC (i.e., Curie temperature).

The observed RTFM in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film

was further confirmed by the room-temperature MFM meas-

urements under the non-contact mode, where the tip-sample

magnetic interactions are detected and used to reconstruct

the magnetic structure of the sample surface. In MFM meas-

urements, the frequency shift of the tip is proportional to the

out-of-plane component of stray field gradient and the MFM

tip moment as follows:31

Df / @ZFZ ¼ mZ@
2
ZBZ; (1)

where mZ is the magnetic moment of the tip (approximated

as a point dipole), @2
ZBZ is the out-of-plane component of

stray field gradient. The topographical and the corresponding

MFM images were taken with an image size of 4.5� 3.5 lm2.

As shown in Fig. 3(c), there is a clear magnetic response

with the distinct phase contrast, indicating RTFM in

(In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film. This contrast is consistent

with the SQUID results and excludes the effects of crosstalk

and perturbation from the MFM tip. It is noteworthy that

there are some particles with large heights in the topology

image as indicated by two open-circle symbols in Fig. 3(b).

However, these particles exhibit no magnetic contrast in

Fig. 3(c), further revealing the intrinsic nature of the observed

RTFM. Such an intrinsic RTFM in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 is

closely associated with its electronic band structure, favour-

ing the mechanism of bound magnetic polarons (BMP),32

which are resulted from the spin coupling of intrinsic defects

(i.e., oxygen vacancies) with Nd dopants. Briefly, it is

believed that an oxygen vacancy in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 can

trap one electron which is weakly localized. In our

(In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin films, the localized carriers should

be the electrons from oxygen vacancies induced by Nd

FIG. 3. (a) M-H curves measured at

300 K on the (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin

film. Upper inset demonstrates the cor-

responding M-H loops of undoped

In2O3 thin film. Lower inset shows

M-T curves obtained in the tempera-

ture range of 5–380 K under FC and

ZFC measurement modes. (b)

Topographic and (c) MFM images of

the (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film.
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dopants, which were verified from XPS studies. Such local-

ized carriers will polarize the surrounding magnetic ions of

Nd3þ to form the magnetic polarons.32,33 When the density

of such magnetic polarons reaches a certain threshold, the

overlapping of magnetic polarons will induce the spin-spin

interaction between Nd3þ
In magnetic ions, and eventually

establish the long-range magnetic orderings. The RTFM in

(In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 might also link with the magneto-

transport characteristics of fluctuation-driven BMP which

will be discussed in the following.24

To verify the scenario of magnetic polarons with local-

ized carriers, we carried out transport measurements on the

(In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 films. The temperature-dependent resis-

tivity data in Fig. 4(a) suggest a semiconducting behaviour

for the sample. The higher resistivity in (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89

sample implies a lower density of state at the Fermi level

and/or a stronger localization. The electrical transport proper-

ties of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 films were measured by

four-probe method by using PPMS. The applied field and

sensing current were parallel in the plane of film. Both q vs.

T curves collected with and without the applied filed of

50 KOe exhibit the semiconductor transport behaviours,

showing that the resistance increased as the temperature

decreased. We examined various conduction mechanisms

and found that our transport data in the low temperature re-

gime reconcile with the typical three-dimensional variable-r-

ange-hopping (VRH) mechanism35 as shown in the inset of

Fig. 4(a), which plots lnq vs. T�1/2. Such transport character-

istics of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 is consistent with the previous

reports of Co-doped ZnO thin films.36–38 On the other hand,

the thermally activated band conduction appears to be the

dominant mechanism in the higher temperature range.39

As shown in Fig. 4(b), no room temperature MR was

observed because the thermal fluctuations of carriers could

be dominant over sp-f interactions at the high temperatures.

In contrast, there is a �29.2% PMR for (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89

thin film measured at 5 K in an external magnetic field of 50

KOe. It was reported that the PMR is a signature of the

fluctuation-driven bound magnetic polaron hopping.34 This

effect is related to the vector nature of the magnetic order pa-

rameter affected by the presence of the localized-electron

spin. A PMR is usually attributed to the giant spin splitting

of band states caused by sp-d exchange interaction in 3d TM

doped DMSs.40 In our experiment, for the (In0.985Nd0.015)2

O2.89 thin films, O vacancies and Nd dopants can supply s,p
spin carriers and local spins, respectively. The Zeeman split-

ting gap of the hopping s,p carriers in a certain fields might

be comparable to the thermal energy (kBT) if the s,p elec-

trons are strongly exchange coupled to the local spins via the

ferromagnetic sp-f exchange interaction. In this case, the rel-

atively large Zeeman splitting is believed to be responsible

for a PMR, which can be explained as a spin effect caused

by the suppression of spin-dependent hopping paths. At the

low magnetic field, the PMR can be expressed as38

ln
qðH; TÞ
qð0; TÞ

� �
/ n4

k4

EH

kBT

� �3t

; (2)

where n is the localization length of carriers, k ¼ ðc�h=eHÞ1=2

is the characteristic magnetic length, and t is the resistance

exponent for the linear dependence of ln q on T�t at zero

field. When t ¼ 1 the Eq. (2) can be simplified as

ln
qðH; TÞ
qð0; TÞ

� �
/ H2

T3
: (3)

As shown in Fig. 4(c), this relationship is consistent with the

quadratic dependence of resistance on the magnetic field in

the weak field range, originating from the shrinkage of elec-

tron wave functions.35 While at the high magnetic field, the

carriers will be confined by magnetic field in a much nar-

rower region in the transverse direction than the Coulomb

FIG. 4. (a) The resistances as function

of temperature between 5 and 380 K

for (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film with

and without external magnetic field

(50 KOe). Inset shows the plot of ln q
vs. T�1/2. (b) The MR curves measured

at 5 and 300 K, respectively. The field

dependence of ln(q(H,5 K)/(0,5 K)) as

a function of (c) H2 and (d) H1/2 for

(In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin film. Solid

red lines are guides to the eyes.
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potential imposes.41 In this case, Eq. (3) can be expressed as

lnðqðH; TÞ=qð0; TÞÞ / f ðHÞ=T3, similar to a high-field situa-

tion with a linear dependence relationship as shown in

Fig. 4(d), wherein the behaviour of f ðHÞ � H1=2 clearly

reveals the MR characteristics in the high magnetic field.

In summary, the microstructure, magnetic, and transport

properties of (In0.985Nd0.015)2O2.89 thin films were studied sys-

tematically. The detailed investigations on the structure and

chemical composition demonstrate the high quality growth of

thin films without cluster and secondary phase formation. The

analysis shows that the magnetotransport behaviours of the

films were originated from the strong sp-f exchange interaction

and a positive magnetoresistance (�29.2%) was found to sup-

press the spin-dependent hopping paths with a large Zeeman

splitting at 5 K in an external magnetic field of 50 KOe. This

work may open the way towards applying polarized transpar-

ent magnetic oxides in future spintronic devices.
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